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Extend your organization’s productivity and reach by building next-generation  collaboration solutions with Exchange Server 2003. Create rich, collaborative  messaging solutions for your business—and extend them to corporate Web  portals—with code and instruction straight from the source. This classic  reference—now in its third edition—shows how to exploit the enhanced  collaborative capabilities in Outlook 2003 and Exchange Server 2003, including  knowledge management, information publishing, and search capabilities. Author  Thomas Rizzo, a veteran of the Microsoft Exchange and Outlook teams, shares a  wealth of practical, how-to examples for crafting collaborative business  applications. To extend your learning, the companion Web site features 500+  pages of bonus material about Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server, as well as the  book’s entire cache of code—downloadable for use in your own applications.

Discover how to:

	Manipulate Outlook objects using the Outlook Object Model  
	Write your own COM add-ins to extend Outlook functionality  
	Create smart tags and smart documents to link actions to content, customize  the UI, and track interactions  
	Use Collaboration Data Objects (CDO) to develop Web-based messaging and  collaboration applications  
	Help protect your network applications with Outlook security updates and  Microsoft ASP.NET authentication  
	Increase your control over Exchange Server with the CDO library and ADSI  
	Better manage the Exchange Infrastructure via CDO for Exchange Management  and Microsoft Window Management Instrumentation  
	Develop real-time collaboration solutions using the Exchange Conferencing  Server and Instant Messaging 
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Script Host in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1999
Learn to take maximum advantage of WSH to automate routine tasks, create powerful macros how to manage user in remote locations.  This book not only teaches how to implement WSH successfully with either JScript or VB Script, it also provides dozens of useful script examples that the reader will be able to apply immediately.      

This...
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Python Web Scraping: Hands-on data scraping and crawling using PyQT, Selnium, HTML and Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python 3.x

	
		Key Features

		
			A hands-on guide to web scraping using Python with solutions to real-world problems
	
			Create a number of different web scrapers in Python to extract information
	
			This book...
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Anomalies of the Developing Dentition: A Clinical Guide to Diagnosis and ManagementSpringer, 2019

	This book is an up-to-date, succinct, and easily accessible reference on the diverse anomalies that may arise in the developing dentition, including those relating to crown size and shape, tooth formation, tooth eruption, tooth number, and enamel and dentin formation. For each anomaly, information is provided on clinical and radiographic...
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Practical Database Programming with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	D atabases have become an integral part of our modern day life. We are an information -

	driven society. Database technology has a direct impact on our daily lives. Decisions are

	routinely made by organizations based on the information collected and stored in databases.

	A record company may decide to market certain albums in...
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Pitch: Neural Coding and Perception (Springer Handbook of Auditory Research)Springer, 2005

	Although pitch has been considered an important area of auditory research since the birth of modern acoustics in the 19th century, some of the most significant developments in our understanding of this phenomenon have occurred comparatively recently. In auditory physiology, researchers are now identifying cells in the brainstem and cortex...
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Visual Basic and COM+ Programming by ExampleQue, 2000
A hands-on resource combining Visual Basic programming with COM+ programming. In addition to learning Visual Basic, readers learn how to administer COM+ components and provide security. They also learn how COM+ can be used to solve problems of Enterprise Application Integration.
     (InformIT) A guide to learning program Visual Basic and COM+...
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